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Abstract— The improved computational capabilities and lowcost facilities of smart phones and tablets makes these devices
candidates for enterprise application platforms. Business
alignment of organizational and inter-organizational systems is a
matter for service-oriented solutions. The most common

implementation of SOA service is SOAP web service,
which support accepted standards of composition,
security, and reliability, but is verbose in its use of XML
tags that require text serialization/deserialization. This
poses problems for integration of mobile devices having
constraints on their resources and experience connection
intermittence. Thrift service is an alternative mode of
implementation for SOA services. In contrast to SOAP
services,
thrift
services
offer
binary
serialization/deserialization formats that outperform
SOAP. Thrift open source services lack sufficient
standards and tools for service composition that are major
advantages of SOA. To take the advantage of SOAP and
Thrift together, the present study proposes an architecture
to automatically produce Thrift services that facilitates
consumption of SOAP services such that the overhead of
SOAP messages is removed while their availability and
orchestration is preserved. Initial implementation
demonstrates the proposed architecture.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Business alignment and the loosely coupled interactions
achieved by service orientation have fostered an interest in
developing new systems using service-oriented architecture
(SOA) and migration of legacy systems to service-oriented
counterparts. These IT systems include enterprise resource
planning (ERP) and customer relationship management
(CRM). They provide access by employees at their
workstations or away from their desks to information needed
to make decisions or accomplish their tasks. Mobile devices
such as smartphones and tablets can provide business users
access to such enterprise systems so that the services can be
used by mobile devices. Mobile devices suffer from scarcity
of bandwidth, memory, processing power and energy
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(battery). A number of challenges exist to improve the mobile
user experience and resource utilization [1, 2]. These
challenges and requirements are discussed in section III.
Many SOAP services which exist on the internet, W3C
standardization, comprehensive technical picture (WSSecurity, WS-ReliableMessaging and etc.) and a variety of
standards and tools that support composition (WS-BPEL, WSCDL, BPML, ebXML, OWL-S and WSMF [3]) facilitate
development of enterprise systems. However, SOAP platform
and language independence and human readability are
possible through the detailed description provided in
XML/JSON that effects the memory and bandwidth required
to store and transmit messages. It requires parsing XML and
text serialization/deserialization, which in return effects
processing power, memory and battery usage.
In addition to SOAP, service-based systems can be
designed using REST. There is conversion of SOAP web
services to REST web services [4] and vice versa [5]. REST
web services have less computational overhead than SOAP
web services [6, 7] and provide better mobile web services [8,
9].
Nonetheless,
REST
suffers
from
text
serialization/deserialization overhead, as SOAP does.
Furthermore, REST and SOA are different architectural styles.
SOA services are identified by the organizational goals needs
additional tasks to be mapped to REST (data) services while
each SOAP service implements a SOA service without
mapping.
To alleviate the text serialization/deserialization of web
services, binary serialization/deserialization formats such as
Thrift [10, 11] and protocol buffers (ProtoBuf) [12] have been
evaluated [13, 14] (section IV). Thrift and ProtoBuf
outperform XML and JSON, but Thrift supports more
programming languages than ProtoBuf. Thrift services are
another implementation of SOA services and were developed
by Facebook for mobile and other applications [11]. Thrift is
now supported by Apache as an open source project. Instead
of text-based computations, Thrift provides language
independence through a code generation tool and a software
stack. Binary representation by Thrift requires less memory,
bandwidth and processing than text-based representations
(XML and JSON); hence, it outperforms text-based
representations in mobile service consumption [13, 14].
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The present study proposes an architecture which offers
the advantages of Thrift in SOAP service consumption.
Mobile devices can consume accessible and compostable
SOAP services through generation of Thrift services that act
as a façade. Initial implementation (section VI) shows that the
proposed work is promising.

Serialization/deserialization formats such as binary and
JSON are the concern of the protocol layer. This layer
determines the structure of messages that will be transported.
The processor layer is generated in accordance with the .thrift
file. It handles sends and receives [10], such as remote
procedure calls for network transport [11].

Section II provides an overview of Thrift. Section III
discusses the requirements of mobile service interaction.
Related researches on enhancing mobile service consumption
are discussed in section IV. The proposed architecture is
described in section V and section VI demonstrates the initial
implementation. The paper is concluded in section VII.

The server layer defines the server that uses elements of
the aforementioned layers to provide communication and
options for employing blocking/non-blocking and threading
servers. In Fig. 1, the server is denoted as a dashed line to
emphasize that other layers exist on both the server and client
while the server is configured and used only in server code.
This framework allows the application developer to
concentrate on the application logic and hides differences
between various transports, protocols, servers and mapping
between datatypes of different languages which can be either
statically or dynamically typed.

II. THRIFT
Apache Thrift is a software framework open source to
develop cross-language and cross-platform low-overhead
services. Facebook developed Thrift for internal use and
released it to open source in 2007 [11]. Thrift is now backed
by Apache [15] and supports over 15 languages, although the
level of support differs for each language [10].
Thrift consists of a software stack, an interface definition
language (IDL) and a code generation engine. The first
provides flexibility for developers to employ various transport
media, protocols (serialization/deserialization) and server
types. The others provide cross-language support.
The developer defines data, services and the name of target
languages in a file with a “.thrift” extension written in IDL.
The Thrift compiler uses the .thrift file to generate the
corresponding service and client in the designated languages.
The developer implements the server business logic and
determines the appropriate configuration for the software stack
for both server and client.
The Thrift software stack is depicted in Fig. 1. The
transport layer provides support for variations of TCP sockets,
raw data in the memory, and files on the disk. There are also
nested transports such as buffering options that can wrap other
transports to provide input and output buffering. This layer
makes the application code independent of transportation
reads and writes [10, 11]. Moreover, connection can be
secured by wrapping it in TLS/SSL encryption [10].

III.

REQUIREMENTS OF MOBILE SERVICE INTERACTION

Integration of mobile devices into service-oriented
enterprise systems requires appropriate use of available device
resources (e.g., memory, energy, network interfaces) and
resources in the environment (e.g., networks and augmented
posters) to cope with the constraints of mobile device
integration (e.g., constrained resources and connection
intermittence). Considerations that affect mobile device
functioning as a service consumer and/or service provider
have been discussed by Sefid-Dashti and Habibi [1] in terms
of architectural drivers and architectural patterns. The present
study is a continuance of the research of Sefid-Dashti and
Habibi [1, 16]. The following is brief list of constraints
affecting mobile device service consumption and/or provision.
•
The processing power of mobile devices is lower
than that of stationary devices and can vary according to
mobile device brand.
•
The memory size of mobile devices is lower than that
of stationary devices and can vary according to brand.
•
The bandwidth is limited by device network
interfaces and environment-available networks.
•
Connection intermittence can be caused by factors
such as roaming.
•
Battery capacity affects available energy; both
processing and communicating, required by service
invocation, consume energy.
•
Smaller keypads of mobile devices in comparison
with those of stationary computers can affect input methods.
•
Smaller screens of mobile devices than those of
stationary computers can affect effectiveness of presentation
methods.

Fig. 1. Thrift software stack

The present study targets the first five constraints and
employs Thrift low-overhead communications to decrease
processing power, memory, bandwidth and energy (in turn)
for mobile service consumption. The last two constraints are
beyond the scope of this study and are more or less addressed
in works such as Sefid-Dashti and Habibi [16]. The proposed
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architecture (section V) can be used to generate Thrift services
equivalent to SOAP services that offer business-aligned
service oriented solutions. Mobile devices can use Thrift
services at a lower processing cost and with less data
communication than SOAP. In turn, the SOAP services can be
orchestrated according to changes of business needs and the
equivalent Thrift services can be generated so that mobile
users can use the new composite service with fewer resources
than that required for the original composite SOAP service.
IV. RELATED WORKS
A. Comparison of SOAP, Thrift and Similar Protocols
Serialization and deserialization formats defer the
processing power, memory, bandwidth and energy that are
scarce resources for mobile devices and affect user operator
cost, perceived delay, battery usage and ease of development.
A number of comparisons can be made between serialization
and deserialization formats (protocols). Some have been done
for mobile devices and some have been evaluated
independently from mobile platforms.
Sumaray and Makki [13] compared XML, JSON, ProtoBuf,
and Thrift (binary) formats on an Android platform. They used
one text-intensive object and one number-intensive object for
experimentation and concluded that the smaller size and lower
serialization/deserialization time of binary formats (ProtoBuf
and Thrift) versus the ease of debugging of human readable
text-based formats (XML and JSON) point to the use of JSON
for existing web services and either Thrift or ProtoBuf for new
services. Their evaluation found that Thrift is about 10 times
faster than XML for both serialization and deserialization.
Thrift has a slightly smaller data size for the text-intensive
serialized object than XML while, the output data size is less
than half the output of XML for the number-intensive
serialized object.
Gligorić et al. [17] demonstrated that ProtoBuf (ProtoBuf
binary protocol is more or less comparable to Thrift) is more
efficient than XML in terms of time, memory, and battery
usage. Maeda [14] compared several serialization libraries and
demonstrated that Thrift and some binary formats (ProtoBuf,
Avro)
offer
smaller
output
size
and
lower
serialization/deserialization time than XML and JSON.
Rakowski [10] broadly discussed the effects of several tools
of a distributed system and emphasized the availability of
SOAP web services over the internet, ease of debugging
through standardization, overhead of XML processing and of
encoding binary data into text format. He proposed employing
SOAP web services when a services has more external
consumers and needs standard architecture with proper
documentation. He proposed Thrift for transferring binary data
in a high performance manner and applying service definition
changes in different platforms and languages.
B. Alleviating SOAP Service Interaction Overheads
Since the introduction of SOAP services, research
communities have developed different approaches to managing
the computing and communicating overhead of SOAP

messages so that more devices can afford the processing and
communication requirements needed to consume/provide
services. Research indicates three approaches to improving
interaction with SOAP services:
1) Mediation
This approach delegates some or all of the tasks of service
invocation to a mediator. Mediation pre-processes service
requests [18], filters invocation results [18, 19], processes WSSecurity on behalf of a resource-constrained service provider
[20] or processes tasks of a partitioned SOAP engine [21].
Such mediation depends on the existence of a secure network
channel that connects the resource-constrained service
consumer/provider to the mediator, but this assumption can be
violated for resource-constrained nodes such as sensors and
mobile devices from time to time.
2) Conversion
This approach converts SOAP service invocations into
another communication scheme that requires less processing
and/or communicating resources. Converting SOAP services to
equivalent RESTful services [4], streaming SOAP
communication [22], lossless-compression [23], business
process based lossy-compression [24], structural metadata
transmission-based compression [25], use of agent protocols
such as ACL and FIPA-SL which have compact messages [26]
and uses of JSON service invocation results to reduce client
side processing and data exchange [19] are among the existing
conversions.
3) Sub-setting
This approach supports a subset of SOAP specifications,
such as simple types to reduce required mobile device
communicating and/or processing. Use of a subset of SOAP
specifications for resource-constrained service providers [27]
and service consumers [24] are examples of this category.
The proposed approach fits the second category
(conversion). Thrift was designed to provide high performance
cross-language communication [10, 11]. To the best of our
knowledge, no SOAP-to-Thrift conversion architecture
currently exists. This study proposes a novel Thrift-based
architecture that provides access by constrained-resource
devices to business-aligned SOAP-based SOA enterprise
systems.
V. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE
This section describes the proposed architecture to
automatically wrap SOAP web services into Thrift services so
that mobile devices can use the service with less computation
and communication overhead. The proposed architecture is
shown in Fig. 2 which uses UML notation. The Thrift code
generation engine is denoted as the Thrift compiler. The other
generators (the SOAP2Thrift service definition generator and
the façade and configuration generator) are specific to the
proposed architecture. They generate Thrift IDL files and the
three codes required to automatically façade SOAP service
through a generated Thrift service. These components are
described below, but the associated flow is presented first. The
flow of SOAP2Thrift service conversion is as follows:
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Fig. 2. Proposed Architecture

1.

Based on the WSDL file containing the service
description of a SOAP web service, the Thrift IDL
file for service description is generated. The IDL
files are programming language agnostic.

2.

The generated IDL file is compiled by the Thrift
compiler to generate the language-specific
communication code of the client and the server.
These codes are generated in languages as
determined by the IDL file.

3.

The Thrift server file that invokes SOAP service
as a façade is generated. This file implements an
interface generated by the Thrift complier such
that the class that implements the interface wraps
the SOAP service invocation.

4.

Instantiation of the Thrift software stack is
generated for server initiation.

5.

Compatible instantiation is generated for client
initiation.

6.

The generated server and client codes are
compiled by the desired language compiler.

7.

The complied server and client are deployed.

8.

The server is run.

9.

The client is run and uses the Thrift service as
equivalent to the (composite) SOAP service.

Except for steps 2 and 6 (the functionality of the Thrift
compiler and the language specific compiler, respectively), the
other steps are specific to the proposed architecture. Each
component of the architecture is described below.

A. SOAP2Thrift Service Definition Generator
SOAP web services use WSDL files to describe service
interfaces that are platform and programming language
independent. Composite services can be defined by tools such
as BPEL, a language for orchestration and composition of
services. BPEL exposes a WSDL interface so that both the
atomic and composite services are described by WSDL files.
The Thrift IDL files provide independence in a manner similar
to WSDL. The SOAP2Thrift Service Definition Generator
generates a Thrift IDL file according to operations defined in
the WSDL file of SOAP service.
B. Thrift Compiler
The Thrift compiler aligned with the Thrift software stack
provides code generation engine capability in the supported
languages. The code generation engine creates a languagespecific client and server codes according to language-agnostic
IDL files. This generated code is a validated code that removes
the need for advanced runtime type-checking [11].
C. Façade and Configuration Generator
This component creates language-specific server and client
files. The server file imports the necessary modules, defines a
façade that invokes the corresponding SOAP service, and
creates a configuration for the Thrift software stack. The
configuration defines endpoint information and uses TSocket
transport and TBinaryProtocol protocol to communicate
between network endpoints with low transmission and
processing. It can also envelope TSocket transport in a
TBufferedTransport to equip it with send and receive
buffering.
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The client file defines the list of necessary modules to be
imported and configures the Thrift software stack for the client
language so that the client configuration matches the defined
server configuration. Both the client and server files are
compiled, deployed1 and run.
VI. INITIAL IMPLEMENTATION
To demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed architecture,
it was initially implemented in C# language, which supports
basic types. The generators support solely C#, but
implementation is extendable for as many languages as Thrift
supports.
For brevity, a SOAP web service that provides simple
arithmetic operations was used as input for implementation of
the SOAP2Thrift Service Definition Generator. This generator
iterates through the web methods of the SOAP web service to
generate the corresponding Thrift IDL file. The generated IDL
file is shown in Fig. 3. It introduces C# as the target language
for the client and server and defines a service that includes
three arithmetic methods.

Fig. 3. Generated IDL file

The Thrift compiler is used to generate the client and server
corresponding to the IDL file. It defines a Thrift service
inherited from the base Thrift classes. In this step, the business
logic of the Thrift service should be added and the
configuration of the Thrift software stack should be
determined.
The implementation of the Façade and Configuration
Generator generates three snippets of code as depicted in Figs.
4, 5, and 6. Fig. 4 shows invocation of the SOAP web service
as business logic of the Thrift service in which each Thrift
service generated acts as a façade for the corresponding SOAP
service. Fig. 5 depicts Thrift software stack configuration for
the server. The predefined configuration (section V) is
employed that uses binary serialization/deserialization over
socket transport, which is not equipped with send and receive
buffering. Fig. 6 depicts Thrift software stack configuration for
the client. It should match the server configuration; hence, it
uses binary protocol and socket transfer as did the server.
The illustrated implementation demonstrates the feasibility
of the proposed architecture for the exemplar mathematics
service. All required codes were generated and no human
manipulation was included.

Fig. 4. Generated server

logic to façade invocations

VII. CONCLUSION
The present study illustrates the advantages of two known
implementations of SOA services: SOAP and Thrift. While
SOAP benefits from standardization and wide tool-support, it
suffers from verbose XML processing and text
serialization/deserialization overhead. Thrift employs binary
serialization/deserialization
to
achieve
low-overhead
communications that is more suitable for resource-constrained
mobile devices (section III). Combining the benefits of the
SOAP and Thrift services provides the business alignment and
1

Deploying client components of the proposed architecture in Microsoft
Windows Phone platform requires employing ThriftClientPortable NuGet that
is not discussed in this paper.

Fig. 5. Generated Thrift stack

configuration for the server
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[9]

wide accessibility to the many existing SOAP services and
benefits from low-overhead Thrift communication. The
proposed architecture generates a Thrift IDL file and required
snippets of codes to provide Thrift services equivalent to each
Fig. 6. Generated Thrift stack configuration for the client
SOAP service. Each Thrift service acts as a façade for the
equivalent SOAP service such that mobile consumers interact
with Thrift service using much fewer resources than the
equivalent SOAP service.
Initial implementation was provided for an exemplar
mathematics SOAP service. Although it was limited in terms of
supported typed and language, it showed the feasibility of the
architecture and that all required codes were generated and no
human manipulation was included. This fully-automated
conversion can accelerate provision of mobile services as fast
as the composite services are defined and can foster the
adoption of the proposed architecture for mobile users.
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